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See also: Backing up Oracle databases with Acronis Backup Advanced In ARCHIVELOG mode the log_writer service
puts information about operations ( queries, commits, In this mode you can recover the database to a specified time
(e.g. using Oracle RMAN). *VSS plays no role in the NOARCHIVELOG mode.

Or redo the whole backup to make sure the metadata is correct. Open the database. If the datafiles were
restored to a new location on the standby host, then rename the datafiles in the control file. Stop and then
restart the Microsoft Exchange Information Store service. Recovering from the Loss of All Control Files This
section explains how to recover from the loss of all multiplexed control files. If issue occurs on Workstation
OS, skip this step. Bring the offline datafiles or tablespaces back online. The requestor application can
override the default recovery behavior. A duplicate database created from shadow copies can either be a
nonstandby database or a standby database for use in a Data Guard environment. Far Manager ; Scroll down to
the very bottom of the file contents and check if there is a line with metadata. Run cmd and enter ntbackup.
These credentials are required to grant the sysadmin role to the agent service account. Performs complete
recovery of these tablespaces or datafiles. Also, this account must be granted the sysadmin role on each of the
instances installed on the machine. When validating the backup with incorrect metadata the product will error
out with the following generic message: An error occurred while executing the command. All Tablespaces
Verifies that the database is mounted. To create a standby database from shadow copies: Restore the database
on the standby host by following the procedure in "Performing Disaster Recovery". To recover from the loss
of all tablespaces or datafiles: Ensure that the database is either mounted or open. If not all volumes are
selected for backup, go to backup settings and deactivate the multi-volume snapshot. You will need to identify
the slice and delete to correct this. Error troubleshooting Troubleshoot possible single-pass backup failure
causes. You can also use the vssadmin utility to run this check and create,increase or relocate the shadow
storage. If issue is not listed in known issues and persists, proceed to the next step. You can also restore it to a
new location. In the Value data text box, change the value from 1 to 0, and then click OK. Restoring the
Server Parameter File This section explains how to restore the server parameter file. Solution If the
permissions are set correctly, but the backup still fails, the next most likely cause is that the metadata is not
collected or is collected incompletely. In this context of this chapter, duplication refers to the creation of a new
database out of the shadow copies for a different database. Complete prerequisites step before proceeding to
error troubleshooting step. The Oracle VSS writer automatically mounts the database with the restored control
files. Starts the database instance, mounts the control file, and performs recovery. If a known solution has been
applied, but the issue still persists, go to prerequisites step to troubleshoot the new issue. If metadata has been
collected once, the backup will always be listed as single-pass. Execute the command vssadmin list writers If a
writer is in "retryable" error state, restart this writer service and retry the backup. In order to check that the
volume has enough space for the shadow copy, create a shadow copy using the tools integrated in Windows
and make sure the shadow copy is created successfully. Nevertheless, the requestor application can invoke
required RMAN commands. SQL Server instance not running Troubleshooting Follow step-by-step
instructions below to troubleshoot the issue. If required, move the shadow storage to another volume or free
up space on the volume. Oracle VSS writer restores the server parameter file to the original location from
where it was copied. If all steps above have been executed and issue still persists, go to error troubleshooting
step. Performing Disaster Recovery This section explains how to recover from the loss of the server parameter
file, control file, and all datafiles. If you do not want to grant the sysadmin role to the agent, you will need to
specify the sysadmin credentials in every backup plan. Windows XP: To check that the volume has enough
free space and force the shadow copy creation, run the ntbackup utility and backup some data from the volume
you want to check, checking the shadow copy creation. Recovering Tablespaces or Datafiles This section
explains how to recover from the loss of one or more tablespaces or datafiles. The value cannot be found.


